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Abstract: Bacterial surface fouling is problematic for a wide range of applications and
industries, including, but not limited to medical devices (implants, replacement joints, stents,
pacemakers), municipal infrastructure (pipes, wastewater treatment), food production (food
processing surfaces, processing equipment), and transportation (ship hulls, aircraft fuel
tanks). One method to combat bacterial biofouling is to modify the topographical structure
of the surface in question, thereby limiting the ability of individual cells to attach to the
surface, colonize, and form biofilms. Multiple research groups have demonstrated that micro
and nanoscale topographies significantly reduce bacterial biofouling, for both individual
cells and bacterial biofilms. Antifouling strategies that utilize engineered topographical
surface features with well-defined dimensions and shapes have demonstrated a greater
degree of controllable inhibition over initial cell attachment, in comparison to undefined,
texturized, or porous surfaces. This review article will explore the various approaches and
techniques used by researches, including work from our own group, and the underlying
physical properties of these highly structured, engineered micro/nanoscale topographies that
significantly impact bacterial surface attachment.
Keywords: topography; bacteria; biofouling; biofilm; surface; attachment; antifouling;
nanotechnology; nanofabrication
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview
Bacteria inhabit nearly every type of environment and can be found in air, water, and, most notably,
on surfaces. Surface associated bacterial attachment and growth is mediated by a wide range of adhesion
and growth mechanisms, which often result in the establishment of bacterial aggregates, known as
biofilms. Surface attachment and subsequent biofilm formation are a type of “biofouling”, which can be
defined as the accumulation of biological matter on material surfaces. While bacterial biofouling can be
beneficial under some circumstances, such as in biologically-based wastewater treatment systems, most
biofouling can be detrimental or even damaging to the system in question. Much work has been
dedicated to preventing or mitigating bacterial biofouling, most notably in the fields of medical devices,
transportation (primarily in the maritime industry), and in the food industry. In our own research group,
we have focused primarily upon prevention of biofouling for medical devices, since device-associated
fouling by pathogenic bacteria can lead to disease and in severe cases mortality. This review highlights
early work on microorganism fouling of roughened and texturized surfaces, then expands to include
recent work on engineered surface topography for antifouling purposes. We also explore some of the
mechanisms behind the antifouling properties of topography at the micro and nanoscale levels.
1.2. Surface Attachment and Biofilm Formation
Biofouling by microorganisms begins with initial attachment and adhesion to surfaces, typically
followed by growth and expansion into a biofilm. Biofilms are structured communities of microbial
cells embedded in extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) [1–3]. EPS is primarily composed of
polysaccharides, nucleic acids, proteins, and other secreted substances which encase the constituent
cells and often render them resistant to mechanical removal, host immune responses, and antibiotic
therapies [1–4]. Given that biofilms exhibit increased resistance to removal and susceptibility to
chemical or antibiotic treatments [5], prevention during the primary attachment phase is desirable. In this
initial stage, cell-surface attachment is thought to be a partially reversible process as attachment can be
more readily disrupted than during later stages of biofilm formation [6]. The key to this strategy is
finding methods to prophylactically treat surfaces to limit the initial attachment of freely floating
(planktonic) cells that attach to surfaces via various strategies, including adhesion proteins, appendages,
and through the excretion of EPS. Bacterial attachment at this initial stage is, by all means, a complex
process that is governed by multiple cell-surface interactions. These interactions can be greatly
influenced by surface chemistry (functional groups, electrostatic charge, coatings), surface energy (as
related to the surface hydrophobicity), mechanical properties (elastic modulus, shear forces), environmental
conditions (pH, temperature, nutrient levels, competing organisms), surface topography, as well as
bacterial surface structures (pili, flagella, fimbriae, adhesins) [7–18]. Cell attachment to surfaces is
governed by a combination of all these factors (surface properties, environmental conditions, and cell
physiology), making it virtually impossible to uncouple the influence of individual factors. However,
there is merit in studying individual factors to better understand the entire process of biofouling.
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1.3. Biofouling of Medical Devices
Bacterial biofouling on the surfaces of indwelling medical devices is a leading cause of device-related
infection and disease. Reports show that in the United States alone, over half of the two million cases of
nosocomial infections that occur yearly are associated with indwelling medical devices [18]. Annual
studies show that catheters account for hundreds of thousands of infections, resulting in a both a
significant cost and burden to the present healthcare system [18]. The surfaces of many implanted
devices are designed to encourage soft- and/or hard-tissue adherence [19]. Consequently, these surfaces
also serve as an opportune substrate for bacteria to colonize and eventually form biofilms [20]. Both
acute and chronic infections are associated with biofilm-infected devices. Such infections can even have
periods of latency, followed by unexpected resurgence events, triggered throughout the patient’s
lifetime [21]. Pathogens contaminate indwelling medical devices through a multitude of exogenous
pathways. Foreign bacteria can be transferred to device surfaces via cross-contaminated surgical
instrumentation, during surgical preparation procedures, and even during device placement [21].
Alternatively, host-associated bacteria can colonize implanted devices post-surgery. Colonization by
host-associated bacteria can occur weeks to months post-implantation, often resulting in latent
infections [21]. Device colonization via either route is often followed by the formation of biofilms,
which exacerbates removal or remediation, and often renders bacteria resistant to antibiotic therapies [22].
This can lead to systemic infection or disease, which can ultimately result in mortality if the host remains
septic. Devices that are commonly associated with biofilm-forming bacteria include non-surgically
implanted devices (i.e., contact lenses, endotracheal tubes, and urinary and central venous catheters) as
well as permanently implanted devices (i.e., cardiac valves, vascular grafts, plastic surgery augmentation
devices, and joint replacements) [21,23]. Various pathogens have been implicated in device related
infections including Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pseudomonas fluorescens, Listeria innocua, and Enterococcus faecalis.
Preventing bacterial attachment to surfaces is critical for the reduction of infections associated with
indwelling biomedical devices. Multiple avenues have been explored as a means to combat this issue,
including the use of various antibiotic therapies, drug delivery methods, and surface coatings [21,24–30].
Though the efficacy of these methods has proven substantially affective, they remain limited in their
long-term effectiveness. Many of these surface coatings and devices that have been loaded with
time-release antibiotics are in quintessence very transient and deplete over time [8,31–33]. Additionally,
studies have shown that bacteria can develop increased resistance to antibiotic treatments and antibacterial
coatings, essentially rendering them ineffective [34–36]. While there remains a facet of variables and
conditions that can be used in tandem and fine-tuned to produce optimal antifouling surfaces, there still
remains a need to uncover a more persistent strategy.
1.4. Using Topography to Inhibit Attachment and Biofouling
Cellular interactions with surfaces are governed by multiple facets, including the surface chemistry,
surface charge, surface mechanical properties, and topographical structure. Under most circumstances,
surface topography is controlled at the macro-scale (micrometer size scale and larger) but is not highly
controlled at the micro- and nano-scale. Most bacterial cells are in the micrometer size range, while their
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surface appendages are in the nanometer size range. Thus, control of surface topography in the
nanometer to micrometer size range could play a pivotal role in bacterial attachment and subsequent
biofouling and biofilm formation. Multiple research groups have adopted this hypothesis and have been
exploring topography as a key parameter for development of antifouling surfaces. While engineering surface
topography has not been as extensively explored as some of the other aforementioned strategies, it has
advantages including non-toxicity (which reduces the potential for medical complications/incompatibilities)
and is independent of material type (assuming that the material can be molded or fabricated to present
engineered topographies with high fidelity). Many groups have fabricated engineered surface topography,
using numerous fabrication techniques (soft lithography and double casting molding techniques,
microcontact printing, electron beam lithography, nanoimprint lithography, photolithography,
electrodeposition methods, etc.) [37–47] on a wide range of substrates, ranging from various polymeric
materials (silicone, polystyrene, polyurethane, and epoxy resins) to metals and metal oxides (silicon,
titanium, aluminum, silica, and gold) [21,40,45,47–55]. Furthermore, engineered topography can be
considered as part of a multi-faceted strategy to prevent biofouling, and could be combined with other
methods such as surface chemical treatments, addition of antibiotics/bacteriostatic agents, etc. [56,57].
Early studies that explored the effects of surface topography on biofouling focused on surface
topographies that were generated through mechanical processing methods, roughening, or polishing
techniques [58]. On these surfaces, residual bacterial cells were observed to be wedged tightly between
randomly sized grooves and cavities. Moreover, the presence of narrow grooves and cavities was shown
to exacerbate the bacterial cell removal process, most notably on food processing equipment [59]. In a
similar study, surface topographies that consisted of “random texturized roughness” assisted in the
retention of bacteria cells and promoted colonization and contamination [60].
More recently, several groups have shifted focus toward the use of engineered surface topographies
that could be scaled and tailored to prevent fouling by specific organisms or classes of organisms. The
general hypothesis of these studies is that topographies with defined feature dimensions (i.e., shape,
height/depth, width, length) and spacings can be specifically scaled in accordance to target organisms to
ultimately restrict and inhibit movement of motile cells and limit the surface area contact the cell is able
to make with the surface. By adding control over the structure of the surface features, one can drastically
limit initial bacterial attachment, thus reduce colonization and biofilm formation.
In this review article, we largely focus on surveying recent works using engineered surface
topographies, and investigating the possible underlying physical properties of micro- and nanoscale
topographies which render them essential for the fabrication of antifouling surfaces.
2. Micron-Scaled Engineered Surface Topography for Inhibition of Biofouling
2.1. Early Work: The Influence of Microtopography on Biofouling
Initial research in the food industry laid much of the groundwork for current efforts to engineer
surfaces that could reduce the attachment and proliferation of bacteria. Contamination of food
preparation surfaces and food processing machinery is particularly problematic, especially when
bacteria are persistent or resistant to chemical disinfectants or mechanical cleaning processes [17]. For
instance, it is not uncommon to find bacterial organisms inhabiting industry standard stainless steel
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surfaces where food products are routinely handled. In general, as long as the surface remains in sound,
hygienic conditions, bacterial contaminants can be safely removed from the surface, via common
industry standard practices, to meet regulation standards. However, with continued use, these surfaces
undergo degradation and exhibit normal wear resulting in minor defects, scratches, and voids.
Mechanically worn and damaged surfaces were shown to trap bacterial cells between narrow grooves,
pits, and cracks. Ultimately, this presents challenges in effective cleaning and removal, as bacteria
trapped in these regions are difficult to reach or dislodge using normal cleaning practices. Thus,
improving our understanding of the mechanics behind cell-substratum retention may help establish
useful strategies to remedy this issue.
Whitehead et al. made observations on how the shape of the surface features is essential for
understanding the effects of bacterial cell retention [58]. They observed three main cell retention
characteristics: (1) When surface grooves are in close proximity to one another, with distances smaller
than bacterium dimensions, there may be minimal cell-substratum interaction; (2) As grooves become
wider (on the size scale of individual cells) microorganisms are able to fit between grooves, thus forming
enhanced cell-substratum contact. It is believed that this increases the binding energy and promotes the
propensity of microorganism retention on the substratum surface; (3) On wider spaced grooves (greater
than the size of individual cells) there is minimal cell-substratum contact because from the point of
reference of the microorganism, it does not appear to experience roughness created from surface defects.
In this regime, cells are hypothesized to encounter a surface that appears smooth. From these
observations, Whitehead et al. deduced that surface cleanability has a direct correlation to substratum
wear, as microorganisms take refuge in various surface defects [58]. They hypothesized that surface
roughness (from the contribution of surface wear) plays a pivotal role in cell retention.
Cell retention on surfaces is complex, as there is an intricate interplay of multiple variables that
require further exploration. Controlling these factors should help us to gain a more concise understanding
of how surface features and cell retention correlate so that strategies could be adopted to build upon this
initial body of knowledge. This has become extremely significant for more recent work involving the
use of engineered topography as a means of fabricating antifouling surfaces. Whitehead et al. [58]
established a practical connection between the relevance of the size scale of an organism of interest, and
the necessary size dimensions needed for the topographical features to reduce fouling by that organism.
In the subsequent sections of this review we highlight research that has adopted this engineering strategy
(tailoring antifouling surfaces to specific organisms, based on organism size and shape). We begin by
discussing relevant works from marine biofouling and expand to other applications, such as for medical
devices. While we aim to extensively cover engineered antifouling topographies, we recognize that this
field is still relatively new and, as such, does not have the breadth of publications as more mature fields.
2.2. Microtopography Applied to Marine Biofouling
Beyond the food industry, biofouling is particularly problematic for the maritime industries. Aquatic
microorganisms accumulate on the surfaces of seagoing vessels, increasing fuel consumption due to
excess drag forces. In addition, biocorrosion processes can result in loss of hull strength, or even more
drastically, breaches in the hull structure, resulting in costly repairs [61]. There is a wide diversity of
marine biofouling culprits, including fungi, protozoa, algae, and invertebrates. Typical strategies for
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preventing or treating marine biofouling include the use of toxic paints and coatings, and repeated
mechanical cleaning procedures. Frequent cleaning is costly and time consuming, while the use of toxic
paints and coatings can have environmental consequences, and many coatings are therefore under
scrutiny by regulatory agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Thus, finding
non-toxic schemes that comply with environmental concerns has led to the development of engineered
topographical surface features that exhibit antifouling properties [62].
In several publications, Schumacher et al. described a biomimetic approach to designing antifouling
topographies [14,61,63]. In these works, engineered topographical surfaces, fabricated from silicone
elastomer, were used to reduce the attachment of algal spores (Ulva spp.). Topographical features that
were explored included smooth (i.e., no topography) control surfaces, linear ridges (2 μm wide features
separated by 2 μm wide channels), hexagonally packed circular pillars (2 μm diameter), equilateral
triangles (10 μm) combined with circular pillars (2 μm diameter), and lastly the Sharklet AF™ design
(consisting of 2 μm ribs of lengths 4, 8, 12, and 16 μm). Each of the topographical patterns showed
reduced attachment by U. linza spores, vs. a smooth, undefined surface. Furthermore, the Sharklet AF™
design had the highest antifouling efficacy. In fact, our laboratory has fabricated silicone replicas of the
Sharklet AF design in both its orginal form, and an “inverted” design (Figure 1). As the name suggests,
Sharklet is a biomimetically inspired design based upon the microbial resistant skin of fast swimming
sharks. To date, it has gained much commercial appeal for a wide range of useful applications. But what
qualities make it such an effective antifouling topography?
Figure 1. Electron micrographs of engineered topographies for antifouling purposes. A copy
of the biomimetic “Sharklet AF” pattern [61], fabricated by the authors, is shown. The
topography was replicated in recessed form (A) in which the short repeating lines are
three-dimensional depressions, and in a raised form (B) where the short repeating lines
project out of the surface.

Multiple hypotheses have been formulated regarding the mechanisms by which Sharklet AF™ resists
microorganism attachment [64,65]. Bhushan’s work on bioinspired structured surfaces sheds light on
some of the mechanics behind its efficacy [64]. Fast swimming sharks possess multipurpose skin that
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facilitates drag reduction by secretion of a protective mucus layer, and through the three dimensional
topography of small structures on its skin. The element of their skin that has been shown to be most
effective at reducing microbial attachment is the presence of tiny scales, known as dermal “denticles”
(skin teeth), which cover its body. The denticles are composed of small “riblets” that are aligned in the
direction of fluid flow. The unique size and spacing between the “riblets” appear to prevent microorganism
attachment (such as the approximately 5–10 μm diameter spores of Ulva spp.). Bhushan describes other
optimized implementations of this “riblet” feature [64]. They include the sawtooth, scalloped, and
blade geometries. When comparisons are made between the three varieties in terms of optimal drag
reduction, blade riblets proved to exhibit the greatest degree of drag reduction, followed by scalloped
riblets, and lastly sawtooth.
Expanding upon their highly effective, antifouling Sharklet design, the Schumacher group has
explored variations on this theme. Their basic premise is that topography-based antifouling surfaces
have greater efficacy when the size regime of the fouling organism of interest is taken into account.
Since microorganisms have a wide range of external dimensions, surface topographies that contain only
one length scale may not prove to be efficient as a universal antifouling marine coating. It becomes
crucial to develop a group of topographical patterns that can limit surface attachment by organisms with
variable size and morphology. To this end, the authors developed a hierarchical strategy that
superimposed smaller anti-algal topography (Sharklet design with an aspect ratio of 2) onto larger
anti-barnacle topography (ridges with 40 μm feature height) [14]. Their results showed a 97% reduction
in microorganism attachment. While hierarchical topographical features may provide increased
antifouling efficacy, they can be difficult to fabricate. Traditional polymer molding techniques are
dependent upon high-precision molds. Creating hierarchical features in such molds can be difficult,
necessitating alternative approaches such as two-step molding or grafting of smaller features onto the
molded substrate after the base molding is completed. For these reasons and others, hierarchical designs
have not been fully exploited for antifouling purposes.
The Schumacher group has also explored the role that micro-feature aspect ratio (ratio of feature
height and/or depth to the feature’s lateral dimensions/width) plays in cell retention. They argue that
besides the size (diameter, length, etc.) of the fouling microorganisms, the size and function of their
settlement sensory organs, which probe and navigate in search of an ideal location, must be taken into
consideration. Using the Sharklet topography, they investigated attachment behavior on surfaces with
varying features heights (1, 2, and 3 μm) [14]. Their findings demonstrate that there is a significant
correlation between aspect ratio and antifouling efficacy. As the aspect ratio was increased by one unit,
attachment was significantly reduced by 42%–45%.
2.3. Approaches for Predicting Antifouling Efficacy for Microtopographical Surfaces
The biomimetic strategy employed by Schumacher et al. to generate the Sharklet topography
demonstrates an effective approach for creating antifouling surfaces that inclusively takes into account
the role of hierarchical design on multispecies biofilm formation, as well as the influence aspect ratio has
on attachment of microorganism appendages. This approach is limited, however, by the ability to find
unique organisms or surfaces that are inherently antifouling, or by the ability to modify such surfaces to
increase their antifouling properties. Thus, one of the next logical steps is to find predictive methods to
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draw correlations between a topographical pattern and its ability to reduce cell attachment. Schumacher
et al. have formulated two methods to address this: (1) the engineered roughness index (ERI); and (2) the
nanoforce gradient.
The engineered roughness index (ERI) is a dimensionless value used to characterize surfaces with
engineered topographies. The formula, shown in Equation (1), is based solely on three parameters
associated with the geometry, spatial arrangement, and size of the topographical features. These include
Wenzel’s [66] roughness factor (r), depressed surface fraction (fD), and degree of freedom of
movement (df) [61].
ERI = (r × df)/fD

(1)

A more detailed description of each parameter can be found in the relevant citations [66–71]. But as
described in Schumacher et al. [61], Wenzel’s roughness factor (r) is defined as the ratio of the actual
surface area to the projected planar surface area. The actual surface area encompasses the entire area
spanning the feature tops, feature sidewalls, and depressed areas (floors) between features. The projected
planar area therefore encompasses only the feature tops and depressions/floors (no sidewalls). The
depressed surface fraction (fD) is described in Schumacher et al. [61] as being the ratio of the recessed
surface area between the protruded features and the projected planar surface area (as previously described
above). Schumacher et al. state that this depressed surface fraction term is equivalent to both 1–φS and
1–f1, where φS is the surface solid fraction as detailed by Bico, Quéré, and colleagues et al. [67–69,71].
The f1 factor refers to the solid-liquid interface term of the Cassie-Baxter relationship for wetting [70].
The final term, the degrees of freedom for movement (df), is described in Schumacher et al. [61] as
relating to the tortuosity of the surface and the ability of an organism to follow recesses (i.e., grooves or
depressed areas) between features within the topographical surface. For example, if the recessed area
forms a continuous, intersecting grid, allowing movement within the x and y plane, then df equals 2.
Alternatively, if the recessed areas resembled an array of linear trenches, restricting movement to, say,
the x plane, the df will equal 1.
Schumacher et al. showed an inversely proportional correlation between microorganism attachment
density and ERI value. Thus, out of all their tested surface topographies (smooth, ridges, hexagonally
packed (HP) pillars, equilateral triangles surrounded by HP pillars, and the Sharklet topography) the
Sharklet pattern had the highest ERI value, and consequently the lowest cell attachment density. To date,
there have been further adaptations to the ERI concept in order to optimize its formula [72].
Although the ERI model is quite informative in correlating predicted attachment behavior amongst a
settling microorganism and a topographically defined surface comprised of engineered features, our
group has shown that it is not devoid of limitations [73]. While we found that the ERI value correlates
well to attachment for a subset of the features we have tested, that correlation appears to be restricted to
only a range of feature sizes. As our features approached relative smoothness (either toward very small
feature size or toward very large feature size) the ERI was unable to predict cell attachment accurately.
It is important to note that the ERI encodes no notion of scale. The ERI does not capture the relationship
between effective feature size and organism size. Rather, the ERI relies on the investigator to constrain
their range of exploration to surface topographies comprised of features of similar relative scale to the
organism of interest. Without the notion of scale the ERI can only be relied upon as a general indicator of
the topography’s antifouling efficacy. The ERI cannot be used to optimize a surface topography for a
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particular organism or set of organisms. For example, optimizing the ERI for a surface of pillars
with 2 “degrees of freedom” results in a relatively smooth surface where the pillars are placed as close to
each other as the resolution of the fabrication process allows. Furthermore, the ERI cannot make a
significant distinction between certain sets of features. As a simple example, according to calculation of
the ERI, there is no distinguishable difference between an evenly spaced grid of squares and an offset
grid arrangement as shown in Figure 2. Meanwhile, cell attachment density on both of these differently
arranged surfaces proves that there are major differences in degrees of attachment. Thus, although the
ERI formulation can be quite predictive in many aspects, it is not sufficient for predicting all cell
attachment scenarios. In order to enable the optimization of the design of these surfaces, new
characterizations must be investigated which capture more descriptors of the surface and the
surface-organism interaction.
Figure 2. The two grid arrangements, (A) normal grid arrangement and (B) grid arrangement
with a slight offset, are largely indistinguishable by the Engineered Roughness Index (ERI)
From Graham et al. [73], reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

The other predictive approach, which calculates so-called “nanoforce gradients”, comes as a direct effect
of surface topography and substratum mechanics [63]. It explores the mechanical forces exerted on and
sensed by an attaching microorganism. The underlying phenomenon is known as mechanotransduction,
which is a concept that has been extensively explored for cell and tissue engineering applications. The
authors state that most strategies have not actively taken on the consideration of this principle in the
overall design and modeling of antifouling surfaces [63]. In their work, the authors developed surface
topographies in which individual organisms could interact with surface features having differential
“bending moments”. Varying the size and/or cross-section of adjoining surface features resulted in a
differential force needed to bend or move the adjoining features during microorganism settling and
attachment. The authors estimated the lateral force required to cause 10% deflection of individual
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features using Equation (2), below, in which F is the applied force, E is the modulus of elasticity, I is the
rectangular moment of area, L is the height of the feature, and y is the end deflection distance:
(2)
Using this equation and associated model, the authors designed topographical patterns in which
neighboring features had relative force gradients (bending force differential between features) > 100 nN.
A variety of such “nanoforce gradient” surfaces were explored. The experimental work also included a
smooth surface (positive control) as well as the Sharklet design (negative control). Their findings
showed an inversely proportional relationship between attachment and the calculated nanoforce
gradient, such that surfaces with higher nanoforce gradients exhibited lower cell attachment. Further, the
smooth surface had the highest cell attachment, while the Sharklet pattern showed the lowest cell
attachment of any of the patterns tested. In efforts to explain why the Sharklet design once again
outperformed the other topographically defined surfaces, the authors state that it could be due to the
complex four-element engineered topography, which presents more tortuosity (the ability for the cells to
follow bends and recesses associated with the surface features).
2.4. Modes of Bacterial Surface Attachment/Alternative Topographies
Most of the studies described in this review utilize some form of microfabrication and/or direct
patterning of surface topography. Most of these approaches result in highly regular surface structures
with a square or rectangular cross-sectional profile. Kargar et al. introduced an alternative approach to
antifouling surfaces by fabricating topographical features with curved tops, instead of the more typical
flat-topped, rectangular profile features [52]. To fabricate these curved surface topographies, smooth
polystyrene (PS) surfaces served as a substrate for a network of linearly arranged PS fibers. The highly
aligned fibers were deposited onto the substrate via a non-electrospinning method known as the
Spinneret based Tunable Engineered Parameters (STEP) technique [74]. The authors mention that fibers
were selected as a texturizing agent for the surface, primarily because they are not flat, and could enable
the exploration of the effect of surface curvature. From their experimental results they observe four
dominant modes of attachment behavior between the cell and the substratum topography: (1) AS (cell is
aligned with spacing); (2) CS (cell has crossed the spacing); (3) CF (cell has crossed the fiber);
and (4) AF (cell is aligned with fiber).
In another departure from standard microtopographies, Perni et al. investigated the antifouling
properties of microscale conical structures [75]. Using laser ablation, cone-shaped holes were formed on
silicone substrates, and then filled with curable silicone to produce polymeric replicas. The resulting
replicas contained cones with base diameters of 20, 25, 30, and 40 μm, with corresponding depths of 1,
2, 6, and 9 μm. Using E. coli and S. epidermidis, bacterial attachment to these surfaces was assessed.
Their results revealed that for both bacterial species, cells preferred to settle and attach to the floor of the
surface, and not to the top of the cone structures. This is similar to our group’s observation that cells tend
to attach to the spaces between projecting features, if the space between features is equal to, or larger
than the width of the cells. Clearly, more work needs to be performed in order to compare cell
attachment to curved structures and sharpened, cone-like structures, as opposed to structures with a
rectangular profile.
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2.5. Microtopography to Prevent Fouling of Medical Devices
Moving beyond marine biofouling, we now redirect our focus to the biomedical arena, where the
surface-fouling microorganisms of interest are considerably smaller in size (typically 1–2 μm vs. 5–10 μm
or greater in marine environments). Chung et al. have adapted the successful Sharklet topographical
design in efforts to explore its efficacy in the area of bacterial biofouling on the surfaces of indwelling
medical devices [76]. This group was primarily interested in preventing the attachment of
Staphylococcus aureus, an opportunistic organism associated with a host of nosocomial infections.
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) causes infections that are extremely difficult to
treat in humans due to its ability to form biofilms, and its natural resistance to multiple antibiotics [77].
The authors were interested in determining if the Sharklet antifouling topography, which has made
tremendous strides in the area of marine biofouling, would be just as effective at bacterial biofouling.
They analyzed S. aureus biofilm growth on smooth surfaces (the control group) and surfaces that were
topographically defined with the Sharklet pattern (having the same feature dimensions as previously
described). The experiments showed significant disruption of bacterial biofilm in the presence of
topography versus a smooth, unpatterned surface. However, cells (and biofilm) were observed in the
recessed areas between features in the Sharklet pattern. This indicates the ability of S. aureus to attach to
the Sharklet pattern, and limits the long-term usefulness of this topography, since the attached
bacteria/biofilm could eventually expand to cover the entire surface.
Reddy et al. have also explored bacterial biofouling using the original Sharklet design [78]. However, in
their study, a different pathogenic microorganism was surveyed. The authors examined catheter-associated
urinary tract infections (CAUTI) caused by uropathogenic Escherichia coli. This is one of the most
common device-related infections, which can give rise to serious medical complications [79]. Their
interest was in exploring the effects the surface microstructures of the Sharklet design had on bacterial
colonization and migration. This group performed cell attachment assays on three different Sharklet
design variations: (1) raised topography (2 μm feature widths with 2 μm spaces); (2) recessed
topography (2 um feature widths with 2 μm spaces); and (3) raised topography (10 μm feature widths
with 2 μm spaces). A smooth (i.e., no topography) surface was included in the assay as a control. Cell
attachment experiments showed that all three variations of Sharklet designs outperformed the smooth
surface, with an average reduction of 47% in colony forming units (CFUs) and bacterial area coverage.
Given that the Sharklet design has proven effective for marine applications, it comes as no immediate
surprise that researches would explore is effectiveness for biomedical applications. One outstanding
question, however, is whether or not the Sharklet design is scalable, and able to retain antifouling
efficacy for smaller organisms when scaled to 0.5–2.0 μm feature dimensions. At the time of this review,
no publications have described fabrication or testing of scaled Sharklet patterns for antifouling purposes.
However, similar to the biomimetic approach taken by Schumacher et al. Epstein et al. have investigated
a bioinspired, dynamic surface design that is built upon the strategy of mechanical frustration of
sedentary marine organisms, commonly known as echinoderms [80]. The antifouling surfaces of
echinoderms (i.e., sea urchins and starfish) was adapted and modified into a more simplistic form of a
uniaxially stretching elastic surface. These organisms have skin that is densely packed with mobile,
spiny microstructures known as pedicellaria. These perpetually moving structures on the skin prevent
the settlement and adherence of various microorganisms. In the bioinspired adaptation of this
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phenomenon, Epstein et al. fabricated topographically defined surfaces, resembling highly controlled
wrinkles with troughs that were intentionally tuned to be either (1) <1 μm wide; (2) ~1 μm wide;
or (3) ~2 μm wide. To make these wrinkled substrates dynamic, a 20% pre-stretch was applied during an
oxidation step. Upon relaxation, the substrate surface exhibited highly controlled, regular buckling.
Experimental assays, using P. aeruginosa, S. aureus, and E. coli, were performed on a smooth surface
(as a control), and the wrinkled surfaces. Results showed biofilm inhibition on the topographically
defined, wrinkled surfaces, yielding a new paradigm for fabrication of antifouling surfaces.
2.6. Antifouling Microtopography under Fluid Flow Conditions
Multiple studies have examined cell attachment to surfaces under static (non-dynamic) fluid
conditions. In our group, we have explored the effects of fluid flow on bacterial surface attachment,
within microfluidic devices. The goal of this work was to better understand how microscale topographic
features affected cell attachment under both dynamic and static conditions. Utilizing an array of different
surface topographies (including line/space patterns and micrometer-scale holes), we surveyed bacterial
cell attachment under static (cell settlement due to gravitational effects) and laminar flow conditions
using a custom-fabricated microfluidic device (Figure 3) [73].
Figure 3. Microfluidic device used for bacterial surface attachment studies under dynamic
fluid flow conditions (from Graham et al. [73], reproduced by permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry).

In the case of our fluid flow studies, we placed our microfluidic device in two distinct orientations,
(1) so that the bacterial cells were flowing above the topographical features; and (2) so that the bacterial
cells were flowing below our topographical features. We also performed attachment studies under static
conditions (without fluid flow). Despite differences in the overall magnitude of cell attachment, results
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for all three conditions (topography “up”, topography “down”, and static) showed similar trends, in that
cell attachment was significantly reduced on topographically defined surfaces, vs. a smooth (control)
surface. Furthermore, within our topographically defined structures, the spacing between features
dictated cell attachment density (with fewer cells attaching to feature sets with narrower spacing).
We have expanded this work to explore cell attachment and subsequent biofilm formation under fluid
shear/flow conditions [53]. For this work we examined a novel set of engineered surface topographies,
which ranged from 250 nm feature size/spacing, up to 2 μm feature size/spacing. This set of topographic
features is shown in Figure 4, below. Uniquely, each topography is fabricated in both “raised” and
“recessed” orientations. Thus, pillar-like structures with 2 μm feature size and 2 μm spacing are adjacent
to “holes” with the same dimension and spacing.
Figure 4. Microscale and sub-micron topography for antifouling studies (from Ling et al. [53]
with permission of World Scientific Publishing Company © 2012).
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Using microfluidic devices similar to those shown in Figure 3, Pseudomonas aeruginosa cells were
exposed to silicone-based replicas of the topographically defined surface (shown in Figure 4). Following
the initial adhesion step, the surface was imaged (fluorescent microscopy) to observe the initial
attachment locations for cells, which was then followed by a 24 h exposure to sterile growth media,
under laminar flow conditions. This “outgrowth” step allowed surface-attached cells to form biofilms,
which were then imaged at the end of the experiment. As shown in Figure 5, we found that the initial
surface attachment was highly dependent upon the local topography.
Figure 5. Initial attachment and subsequent biofilm formation by P. aeruginosa on micron
and sub-micron engineered surface topography (original data from Graham and Cady, figure
adapted from our original work in Ling et al. [53]) with permission of World Scientific
Publishing Company © 2012. The arrangement of topographical patterns in each panel is the
same as shown in Figure 4. Scale bar is equal to 100 microns.

Subsequent biofilm formation occurred over these initial sites of attachment. Thus, we demonstrated
that modulation of micro-scale and sub-micrometer topography can affect both initial attachment and
resulting biofilm growth. Another observation was that cell attachment density was higher on “recessed”
patterns versus “raised” patterns. For example, we observed much higher attachment to 0.75 µm pillars
than for 0.75 µm holes. This may be due to the fact that the 0.5–1 µm wide P. aeruginosa cells tended to
wedge themselves between the “raised” features, as shown in Figure 6, which shows P. aeruginosa
aligned and attached to the 0.75 µm spaces in a line/space topography. The “recessed” features (holes)
may be less accessible to cells, due to their small size. This is an area of further study in our laboratory,
as we try to correlate the size, shape, and spacing of engineered topographies with bacterial attachment
density. This is also an area of further study for the antifouling field in general. For instance,
why do cells attach to certain topographical features and not others? This topic is explored in the
following section.
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Figure 6. P. aeruginosa attachment to 0.75 µm spaces in a silicone-based 0.75 µm line/0.75 µm
space pattern.

3. Pushing Antifouling Topography to the Nanoscale
Engineered micro and nanoscale surface topographies have been explored for reduction of biofouling
and subsequent biofilm formation. To this end, Xu et al. hypothesized that surface textures with
dimensions less than the size of a single bacterial cell could reduce the surface area accessible to bacteria,
resulting in a decreased probability of interaction with, and attachment to, the material surface [81]. As a
result, the flow of fluid over the material surface could remove bacteria from textured surfaces more
efficiently than it would from a smooth surface, subsequently reducing cell attachment and biofilm
formation. Accordingly, they examined bacterial surface adhesion and biofilm formation on textured
surfaces with arrays of sub-micron diameter pillars (ranging from 400 to 500 nm). As stated above, the
goal of using feature dimensions smaller than the size of the organism (less than 1 μm) was to minimize
contact area between the bacterial cell and the substrate surface. Their experiments were carried out
under the influence of physiologically-relevant fluid shear conditions. Their findings showed that
bacterial cell attachment, and accordingly, biofilm formation was significantly reduced on the texturized
surfaces, in comparison to that of the smooth surface. They also found this to be true under low fluid
shear conditions.
While there remains ongoing research to understand bacterial cell attachment on engineered
micrometer-scaled topographic features, and features with sub-micron dimensions (>100 nm), there is
also an interest in examining attachment and biofilm formation on nanoscale sized features (<100 nm).
Mechanisms underpinning attachment to nanoscale topographies for mammalian cells is a greatly
studied area which has continued to foster significant findings and major contributions to the wealth of
knowledge on eukaryotic cell behavior [82–85]. However, as Hsu et al. [48] have described, attachment
phenomena for bacterial cells at the nanoscale is less understood, as relatively few reported works have
explored the effects of nanoscale topography on bacterial attachment behavior and biofilm
formation [23,49,54,86,87]. In fact, some work on bacterial attachment to nanoscale topography resulted
in a higher degree of attachment to nanoscaled surfaces rather than planar or micron-scaled
topography [88–91]. Other groups, however, have seen an antifouling effect on nanoscaled
surfaces [23,92]. Albeit varied, bacterial cells clearly exhibit an attachment response to nanoscaled
topography. It is essential to note that most of these aforementioned studies focus on nano-roughened,
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nano-texturized, or nanoporous surfaces. Relatively few studies have addressed engineered nanoscale
topography (containing well-defined features) [7,9].
Anselme et al. have provided some understanding of bacterial cell interactions at the nanoscale [7].
Much of their work is based on the premise that small (nanoscale) bacterial appendages (flagella, pili,
fimbrae, etc.) can directly interact with nanoscale topographical features. They go on to state that
bacteria typically have relatively rigid morphologies, due to their peptidoglycan based cell wall. Thus, in
the presence of topographical features, they are not easily deformed (as mammalian cells would
typically be) [7]. Instead, bacterial appendages are both small and relatively flexible, enabling them to
probe nanoscale features [54,86,87]. Thus, these extracellular appendages could play a crucial role in
attachment to surface features much smaller than the dimensions of the cells themselves. For example,
fimbriae on certain bacteria can range from a few hundred nanometers to a few micrometers in length
and have diameters that are less than 10 nm [7]. Bacterial flagella are considerably thicker than fimbriae
(up to tens of nanometers in diameter), yet they too may play a crucial role in bacterial adhesion at the
submicron and nanoscale dimensions [7].
In a similar approach, Hsu et al., have explored bacterial attachment to nanoscale alumina
surfaces [48]. Their work has shown that the size, type, and number of bacterial appendages play a key
role in attachment to surfaces, and that there are key differences in attachment by different species of
bacteria (related to their morphology and types of appendages) [48]. As compared to a smooth (control)
surface, they found a greater degree of attachment of Gram-negative bacterial strains to nanoscale
topography. Surprisingly, they found the exact opposite trend for Gram-positive strain. In addition, cell
size appeared to play a role in surface attachment. As compared to the smooth (control) surface, cells
attached to the nanoscaled surface were much larger. This work helps to expand our knowledge of how
bacteria might interact with nanoscale features, and is complementary to the work by Anselme et al. [7].
Epstein et al. have also focused on nanoscale topography, through the exploitation of both nanostructural
mechanics and geometry to control bacteria biofilm growth on surfaces. This was done through the use
of a high aspect ratio (HAR) pillared nanostructure array [9]. Their orthogonal double-gradient
fabricated array consisted of a pitch gradient ranging from 0.8 to 4.0 μm, and an orthogonal nanopost
diameter gradient from 300 nm to ~1 μm. They performed studies using Pseudomonas aeruginosa [90].
These HAR nano and microscale structures were shown to induce long-range spontaneous spatial
patterning of P. aeruginosa cells while on the surface. This group has additionally found that substrate
stiffness plays a role in bacterial attachment and biofilm formation [9]. They have determined that when
the stiffness of their pillar-based nanostructures is reduced beyond a threshold value (i.e., when the
surfaces become softer), biofilm formation becomes drastically reduced. The authors state that these
results are consistent with the mechanoselective adhesion of bacteria to surfaces. Overall, their research
shows that the combinatorial effects of nanoscale surface patterning and modulating the stiffness of the
nanoarray can be used to inhibit bacterial biofilm growth.
Bacterial attachment to engineered surface topography is clearly a burgeoning field within the
antifouling community. However, relatively few articles have explored engineered topography within
the nanoscale size regime. Possible explanations for this shortage could stem from limited access to the
state of the art lithographic tools and techniques that are needed to fabricate nanoscale structures with
high fidelity. One would presume that the same fabrication techniques used by other research groups to
construct nanoscale topographies for studies with mammalian cells, could just as easily be adopted for
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the use of bacterial cells. However, many of those nanostructured surfaces were fabricated with the
intent of replicating the 3D scaffold-like structure of the extra cellular matrix (ECM) in efforts of
promoting mammalian cell differentiation and proliferation [93–97]. This is quite different than the
motivation for antifouling work, which focuses on limiting and preventing bacterial attachment to
surfaces. Thus, additional studies will be needed to better understand what size thresholds may exist for
bacteria to discriminate between relatively “smooth” surfaces and those with nanoscale topographical
features. Further, more work is needed to elucidate the role of bacterial appendages on attachment and
retention on surfaces, as well as subsequent biofilm formation. A likely outcome of such work will be the
recognition of species to species and strain to strain differences in surface interactions, especially due to
phenotypic changes between organisms.
4. Conclusions and Future Perspectives
Preventing bacterial attachment to surfaces is critical for multiple industries, as well as for the
preservation of human health. This review attempts to summarize the various approaches taken to limit
bacterial surface fouling, by engineering surface topography at the micro and nano-scale. While
engineered topographies are clearly able to limit bacterial cell attachment (as well as attachment by other
microorganisms), a universal model for effective antifouling topographies has yet to be developed.
Approaches such as the Engineered Roughness Index (ERI) and the description of nanoforce gradients
are the first steps towards establishing a correlation between the engineered topographical features and
cell attachment. These models, however, do not universally explain the wide variety of antifouling
properties, partially due to the fact that fouling is also highly dependent upon a host of other factors,
including the microorganism in question. Clearly the size and spacing of topographic features has a
direct effect on fouling, with surface features and spacing less than the size of the fouling organism being
the most effective. Because microorganisms come in many different shapes, sizes, aspect ratios, and
with a host of different surface appendages, we may never be able to derive a universal model for
evaluating antifouling topographies. In light of this, a goal of this research community may be to
correlate antifouling properties of engineered topographies with cell size and shape. This would provide
an initial design parameter, enabling more detailed studies with organisms within each size/shape category.
Such a model would provide a systematic approach to developing new antifouling topographies.
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